An ADAMTS17 splice donor site mutation in dogs with primary lens luxation.
To identify the genetic cause of isolated canine ectopia lentis, a well-characterized veterinary disease commonly referred to as primary lens luxation (PLL) and to compare the canine disease with a newly described human Weill-Marchesani syndrome (WMS)-like disease of similar genetic etiology. Genomewide association analysis and fine mapping by homozygosity were used to identify the chromosomal segment harboring the PLL locus. The resequencing of a regional candidate gene was used to discover a mutation in a splice donor site predicted to cause exon skipping. Exon skipping was confirmed by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction amplification of RNA isolated from PLL-affected eyes and from skin fibroblast cultures from PLL-affected dogs. An allelic discrimination assay was used to genotype individual dogs at the splice donor site mutation. The PLL locus was mapped to a 664-kb region of canine chromosome 3 containing regional candidate gene ADAMTS17. Resequencing ADAMTS17 revealed a GT-->AT splice-donor-site mutation at the 5' end of intron 10. The predicted exon 10 skipping and resultant frame shift were confirmed with RNA derived from PLL-affected dogs. The ADAMTS17 mutation was significantly associated with clinical PLL in three different dog breeds. A truncating mutation in canine ADAMTS17 causes PLL, a well-characterized veterinary disease, which can now be compared to a recently described rare WMS-like disease caused by truncating mutations of the human ADAMTS17 ortholog.